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Tuesday, May 3,2011
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A LOOK AHEAD | PART 2 OF 3
With the semester ending, The BG News takes a closer look at how the University will change
when you come back in the fall.

Green cuisine
The Oaks, Carillon Place dining centers will offer new foods, services this fall
PHOTO PROVIDED

By Max Fllby
Assistant Web Editor

This fall, students will be able to enjoy a greener
meal in campus dining centers without necessarily adding any vegetables to their plates.
With The Oaks and Carillon Place dining
centers opening this fall, Dining Services
is going green with the completion of both
buildings, certified as Leaders in Energy and
Environmental Design.
Both of the new dining halls will be LEED

certified due to the use of water collection
systems, water conserving toilets and recycled building materials. Materials for the new
dining centers have to come from within a
500- mile radius of the work site, according to
LEED certification.
"We're using some recycled materials, like old
barn wood," Paulus said. "It helps to lower your

THE SITUATION: President Barack Obama and Vice President Joe Biden, along with members of
the national secunty team, receive an update on the mission against Osama bin Laden in the Situation
Room of the White House on Sunday.

News of bin Laden's
death spread
with social media

See OAKS | Page 2

By Max Fllby
Assistant Web Editor

PHOTO PIIOVIDED

EXTERIOR: The Oaks' outer walls will be partially constructed
of recycled barn wood

CAMPUS
BRIEF
Provost to resign July 1
University President Carol Cartwright has
accepted the resignation of Ken Borland,
provost and senior vice president for academic
affairs, effective July 1
Borland cited "the need to achieve a better balance in his life, as well as the desire to
be more available for his young daughter," as
reason for his resignation, according to an email
statement released by Cartwright on Monday.

Sailing team finishes
first in nationally
recognized competition

CITY
BRIEF
Man charged in connection
with student's death waives
preliminary hearing
Nicholas Magrum waived his right to a
preliminary hearing at the Bowling Green
Municipal Court Monday morning in the case
where he was charged with one count of "corrupting another with drugs."
Magrum was charged in connection with
the death of University student Jeremy
Foster. Foster died Dec. 26.2010. in his
house in Bowling Green due to use of ethanol and narcotics.
The Bowling Green City Police Division
charged Magrum in April after investigations found Magrum was involved in Foster's
use of substances.
Magrum awaits a trial date with the Wood
County Court of Common Pleas. Attorney
Paul Redrup is representing him.

See BIN LADEN | Page 2

Team hopes for increased recruitment following success
ByJ«*J.

Borland will return to teaching as a tenured
faculty member in the College of Education and
Human Development this fall
Cartwright said she is working closely
with future President Mary Ellen Mazey
to select an interim leader for Academic
Affairs and to develop a plan for a national
search for Borland's replacement, according
to the statement.

PHOIO PROVIDED

INTERIOR: One of the main features of The Oab will be My
Pantry, an area where students can prepare their own meals.

When Josh Maddox logged into his
Facebook profile, he saw something
he would expect to see in a news
ticker at the bottom of a TV screen,
but not his news feed.
Maddox is just one of the students
on campus who found out about
Osama bin Laden's death Sunday
night via social networking sites such
as Facebook and Twitter. Maddox
logged into Facebook just before
President Barack Obama was originally supposed to speak at 10:30 p.m.
"I wasn't sure if it was true or
not, but everybody's status was
like 'bam, he's dead,'" Maddox said.
"Once 1 actually heard all the info,
from the news stations, 1 knew it
had actually happened."
News, like bin Laden's death,
is traveling faster and without

much delay thanks to the Internet,
Maddox said.
While Maddox is not a veteran
himself, some of the 400 student
veterans on campus also found out
about bin Laden's death through
social networking.
Eric Buetikofer. academic adviser
for ROTC students, expects some
of his students first learned of bin
Laden's death on Facebook.
"I didn't hear about it until
I saw it on the news this morning," Buetikofer said. "It's not surprising that people are finding out
more about this through Facebook,
though. It's probably becoming
more of the norm now."
Before Buetikofer became an
adviser at the University, he served
in South Korea from 1999 to 2001.

Special Sections Editor

The University sailing team is
gaining national recognition and
President and Commodore Tyson
Barker hopes the team's good fortune will help recruit more members next year.
"About six years ago, a group of
seven guys started the sailing club
on campus," he said. "Now we
have 35 members and are gaining
a lot of support from alumni and
the University. We're winning a lot
of our races."
On April 9 and 10, the sailing
team finished first at the Ohio
State Intersectional. As a team,
they competed in 12 races, or
"regattas," and won 10. More than
35 colleges participated in the
nationally recognized event.
The sailing team competes
in the Midwest Collegiate
Sailing Association, comprised
of schools from Pennsylvania,
Missouri, Minnesota, Kentucky
and Canada.
"We compete in regattas all over
the Midwest" Barker said. "Races
consist of two boats per team, A
and B and usually last for 10 to
15 minutes. There are two peo-

CAMPUS

ple on each boat, a skipper and a
crew. The fastest time wins. At the
end of the race, points are tallied
together from both boats and the
team with the lowest points wins."
Sailing season generally starts
in spring and continues through
Labor Day. Within the next couple
of weeks, the sailing team will
resume practicing at Fire Lake
Camper Park, located on Route 25.
"Sailing is based on retention,"
said sailing team member Ryan
Kyle. "At practice, we show new
members sailing fundamentals,
like operating the boat, and different techniques. We also have
'chalk talks' to help give new members an idea of the rules and basic
sailing terms."
Throughout the year, the sailing team has organized several
fundraisers and T-shirt sales to
help purchase a new boat and
a permanent practice site at
Camper Park.
"The pumpkin patch sale in the
fall was a huge success and we
sold a lot of T-shirts last semester,
too," said treasurer Alex Novack.
"We're trying to get $6,000 from
See SAILING | Page 2

FORUM

GRADUATE STUDENTS HONORED

PHOTO WtOVrWD

APPRECIATION: Byron White, vice chancellor of economic advancement for the Ohio Board of
Regents, was the keynote speaker at a ceremony to honor graduate students Apnl 21 in Union room
228. The Shanklin Awards for Research Excellence were also presented First place winners received
$1250, and included Kan-Anne Innes. Sarah Domoff and Karasinghe AN Upamali. Second place winners received $750. and included Christopher Medjesky, Brenda Over and Olga Kutovaya.

SPORTS

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Activities relieve exam stress

School shouldn't charge mother

Falcons swept by Miami

The BG Mindfulness Club sponsored

CokirnnistMattlliacJWsaysmerxosecutionofa
womanvrho ted about her residency to enroll her
son in a gtxxfschcd is a denial of the American
dream to c# an education |P»9a 4

The baseball team dropped a trio of games to
the RedHawks last weekend, scoring five runs in
three games, putting BG seven games behind
Kent State for the East Division lead |Pagei

yoga, meditation, origami and more
Monday night to help curb exam stress.
Seephotos |Paga3

Where did you first heat about Osama bin Laden's
death?
BRANDON BOOKATZ
Senior. Film
"On the radio, they were reading
celebrity tweets about it." | Paga 4
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World: bin Laden's death
sparks relief, outrage

From Page 1

'Backlash' from al-Qaida sympathizers cannot be ruled out, world leaders say
By Dab Rlachmann and
Karl Ritt.i
The Associated Press

KABUL, Afghanistan —
News of Osama bin Laden's
death stirred strong emotions Monday, from a profound sense of relief across
much of the globe to outrage among sympathizers
who vowed to avenge the alQaida leader.
Most world leaders welcomed President Barack
Obama's announcement of
the helicopter raid on a compound in Pakistan, congratulating the U.S. for killing bin
Laden or expressing satisfaction that the search for the
world's most wanted terrorist
was over.
"This is the fate that evil
killers deserve," said outgoingLebanesePrimeMinister
Saad Hariri, deploring the
harm that bin Laden did
to "the image of Islam and
Arab causes."
French President Nicolas
Sarkozy hailed "the tenacity of the United States" in
its hunt for the mastermind of the Sept. 11 attacks
while Italian Premier Silvio
Berlusconi called his death
a "great result in the fight
against evil."
Spontaneous, celebratory
rallies broke out in New York
City at ground zero, where
the World Trade Center towers fell nearly 10 years ago,
and outside the White I louse
where Obama announced
bin Laden's slaying.
"Here in New York, it is
impossible not to be reminded of the murderous legacy
of Osama bin Laden." EU foreign policy chief Catherine
Ashton said while on a visit
to the city. "He and the alQaida network have been
responsible for the deaths of
thousands of innocent people across the world, including the Arab world."
Ashton said "we need to
remain vigilant in our efforts
to completely disable the alQaida network, as the threat

BIN LADEN
From Page 1
Buetikofer injured himself
while jumping from a helicopter and was sent home
just before the attacks of
Sept. 11, which bin Laden
took credit for.
"This is quite a milestone
for us in the war on terror,"
Buetikofer said. "I'm extremely grateful for all of our student veterans."
As the war and other conflicts in the Middle East con-

could never rejoice about the
death of any human being.
But spokesman the Rev.
Federico Lombardi said bin
Laden was responsible for
having caused the deaths
of countless innocents and
for having used religion to
spread "division and hatred
among people."
Outside the iconic Taj
Mahal hotel in Mumbai,
India—one of the sites of the
2008 terror siege that killed
166 — some people didn't
believe bin Laden was dead.
Others said killing him had
made the world a little safer.
"It's a good feeling there
is one terrorist less," said
Sufyan Khan, a 20-year-old
Muslim student.
Those who followed or
sympathized with bin I acini
expressed shock and dismay,
or vowed revenge.
"My heart is broken,"
Mohcbullah, a Taliban
fighter-turned-farmer in
eastern Afghanistan, told
The Associated Press in a
telephone interview. "In
the past, we heard a lot of
rumors about his death, but
if he did die, it is a disaster
and a black day."
Salah Anani, a PalestinianJordan militant leader
accused of links to al-Qaida,
said "There will be soon be
another leader."
A top al-Qaida ideologue
going by the online name
"Assad al-Jihad2" posted a
long eulogy for bin Laden
on extremist websites and
promised to "avenge the killing of the Sheik of Islam."
Bin Laden's former sisterin-law, Swiss-born Carmen
Binladin, told AP that he
would have wanted to die
"rather than face justice in an
American court."
She said his family in Saudi
Arabia will have received the
news of his death with "a
great sense of sadness."
U.S.
embassies and
Americans across the globe
were on alert for possible
reprisals. German Foreign
Minister Guido Westerwelle

of retaliatory action remains
serious."
In Afghanistan, where
bin Laden was given refuge
by the country's previous
Taliban rulers, local officials
erupted in applause when
President Hamid Karzai told
them the news.
"IHis hands were dipped
in the blood of thousands
and thousands of children, youths and elders of
Afghanistan," Karzai told
reporters, and repeated his
claim that the fight against
terrorism should not be
fought in Afghan villages, but
across the border in hideouts
in Pakistan where bin Laden
was killed.
But others in the war-torn
nation disagreed about bin
Laden's legacy.
"He was like a hero in the
Muslim world," said Sayed
lalal. a rickshaw driver in
the eastern Afghan city of
lalalabad. "His struggle was
always against non-Muslims
and infidels, and against
superpowers."
At the site of the 1998
bombing of the U.S. Embassy
in Kenya, a man who lost his
eyesight in the attack prayed
in front of a wall commemorating those killed.
"This is a day of great
honor to the survivors and
victims of terrorism in the
world," Douglas Sidialo told
AP Television News. "A day to
remember those whose lives
were changed forever. A day
of great relief to us victims
and survivors, to see that bin
Laden has been killed."
But Brian Deegan, a lawyer
from the southern Australian
city of Adelaide, felt a "cold
shiver" rather than relief
when learning about bin
Laden's death on a car radio.
He lost his 21-year-old son
Josh in al-Qaida-linked
bombings on the Indonesian
resort island of Bali in 2002.
"I don't gain any satisfaction in his death — nothing
will bring Josh back to me,"
Deegan said.
The Vatican saidChristians

tinue, social networking will way to speed up the flow of
likely continue to spread the information."
word, Buetikofer said.
Over the past two days,
Both Facebook and Twitter students have shared their
were not only instrumental thoughts on bin Laden's
in spreading the news of bin death on Facebook and on
Laden's death, but also the Twitter, where trending topuprisings in Lybia and Egypt, ics include Osama, Navy Seals
said professor of peace and and Abbottbad. Abbottbad is
war issues Marc Simon.
the city in which bin Laden
Like Maddox, Simon dis- was killed.
covered Navy Seals killed bin
Facebook and Twitter allow
Laden via Facebook.
students like Maddox to "par"My wife got on Facebook ticipate" in political and hisand said, 'Oh my god, toric events like bin Laden's
Osama bin Laden is dead,'" death, Simon said,
Simon said. "It's just a good
"People used to get their

said a "backlash" from alQaida sympathizers could
not be ruled out. British
embassies reviewed their
security, and the government advised citizens to stay
vigilant and avoid demonstrations or large crowds.
"The world's most wanted international terrorist
is no more, but the death
of bin Laden does not represent the demise of alQaida affiliates and those
inspired by al-Qaida, who
have and will continue to
engage in terrorist attacks,"
said Ronald Noble, the
head of the international
police agency Interpol.
In Israel, Prime Minister
Benjamin
Netanyahu
called bin Laden's death
"a resounding victory for
justice, for freedom and
for the shared values of all
democratic countries that
fight shoulder to shoulder
against terror."
The leader of the
Palestinian militant Hamas
government in Gaza, Ismail
Haniyeh, condemned the
killing, saying the operation
marked "the continuation
of the American oppression
and shedding of blood of
Muslims and Arabs."
Venezuela, which often
criticizes U.S. policy, also
offered a voice of dissent.
Vice president Elias Jaua told
state-run television it was
"questionable from a human
point of view to celebrate
killing as an instrument for
resolving problems."
Peruvian President Alan
Garcia gave part of the credit
to former U.S. President
George W. Bush, saying it
was his decision "to punish bin Laden and patiently
continue this work that has
borne fruit."
A leading Colombian
human rights activist, Rep.
Ivan Cepeda, lamented that
the "war on terror" that
led to bin Laden's demise
"was carried out without
respecting international
human rights."

information from TV and the
radio, but this is how we are
now," Maddox said. "We get it
all from the Internet."

BLOTTER

carbon footprint."
Although the greener dining centers may be completed before fall semester, they
will not open permanently
until school starts.
"We're probably not going
to open up for the public
early," Paulus said. "We'll
probably do some sort of
soft run to try and work out
some of the kinks."
For a test run, the chefs
at the new dining centers
would offer samples of food
to a group of faculty or students to taste test.
Both new dining centers
will offer an all-you-can-eat
swipe system for students,
but Dining Services has
eliminated trays in order to
minimize food waste.
"People tend to eat
with their eyes and order
however much they can
fit on their tray," Paulus
said. "We removed trays so
people will order less and
waste less food."
Students will also have
the opportunity to customize their orders more
with new self-serve stations like My Pantry,
which will allow students
to make their own meals
in The Oaks dining center.
Students like Adrina Wolf
plan on taking advantage of
the new options, such as My
Pantry, offered in The Oaks
and Carillon Place.
"It will definitely be nice,"

SAILING
From Page 1
the University to buy a 14foot sailing boat for $1,800."
The team plans to purchase the boat as well as other
supplies if they receive the
money from the University.
For a $25 fee, members not
only get to learn how to sail,
but network with other sail-

PHOTO PROVIDED

Did you know...

SUN., MAY 1

3:05 A.M.
Leon T. Cavanaugh Jr.. 22. of
Toledo, was cited for possession
of marijuana within the 1500
block of E. Wooster St.
2:03 P.M.
A can of malt liquor, valued at
$1.99. was reported stolen within
the 500 block of S. Main St.

CORRECTION
POLICY

We want to correct all factual errors.
K you think an error has been made.
call The BG News at 419-572-6966,
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The first toilet
ever seen on
television was
on "Leave It To
Beaver."
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ors and colleagues.
"It's a gentlemen's sport,"
Kyle said. "You meet a lot of
people who have potential
job connections and you
don't even need much boating experience. More than 75
percent of our members have
never sailed before."
Students interested in
joining the sailing club
can contact Barker at
tbarkerc®bgsu.edu.

SAIL AWAY: Members of the University sailing team pose for a photo The
sailing team finished first at the Ohio State Intersections! on April 9 and 10 and
is gaining national recognition

Visit us on our Website for our
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Wolf said. "Right now it
seems like it's always the
same food week to week."
Each new dining center
will also have a food retail
store attached. The Oaks
will house a full Dunkin'
Donuts store and Carillon
Place will become home
to a Pinkberry frozen
yogurt store.
Although it may not be
open 24-hours-a-day in the
fall, the Dunkin' Donuts
store could eventually convert to a 24-hour location
based on demand.
Jon
Zachrich,
Undergraduate Student
Government chair of auxiliary affairs, is working with
the administration and
Dining Services to create
the new student-friendly
dining centers.
"I think they are going to
start out slow and eventually they might open IDunkin'
Donuts] up for 24 hours,"
Zachrich said.
Zachrich
helped
Dining Services plan all
aspects of the new dining centers, such as the
energy saving measures,
the new stores and a fire
pit that will be located
outside of The Oaks.
"We're going to have the
flexibility to do a lot more
stuff with the new equipment," Zachrich said. "A lot
of the other dining centers
were built in the 70s, so
they are built to prepare
70s style food. With the
new centers we'll be able to
enjoy a lot better food."

Management Inc.

meccabg.com
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Final few houses
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7 on lease
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CAMPUS

PEACE
OFMIND

Tuesday May 5.20113

Students gathered
Monday night to
relieve exam week
stresses with help
of calming activities
sponsored by BG
Mindfulness Club

PHOTOS BY TYLER STABILE | THE BG NEWS
ABOVE: University graduate Jacob Moore instructs beginner yoqa participants in basic breathing excercises at the Evening ol
Mindfulness. which was held in Union room 201.
RIGHT: Graduate student Shane Krause prepares lor meditation as Zen Reverand Karen Do'on Weik urges participants to make
meditation a reqular part of their lives
BOTTOM RIGHT: Senior Luda Polyakova teachess how to make paper cranes dunng the oragarru workshop. Individuals also
folded their paper into several different forms.
BOTTOM LEFT: Attendents gather to listen to graduate student and organizer Melissa Falb as she announces various door

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

Summer Rentals Available!
Leases from May 14, 2011 to August 6, 2011
• Efficiencies - 451 Thurslin across from Offcnhauer.
$750.00 for the summer, deposit $225.00. One person only.
• One Bedroom - Several Locations.
$800.00 for the summer, deposit $225.00. One person only.
• Two Bedroom - Several Locations.
$965.00. for the summer, deposit $225.00. Two person limit
WE HAVE UNITS READY FOR IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!

JOHNNEWLOVEREALESTATE, INC.
319 E. Wooster Street. Bowling Green. OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
On
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
www.johnnewloverealestate.com
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1724LW00Ster
www.shamrockbg.com
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"People tend to eat with their eyes and order however much they can fit on their tray.
- Mike Paulus, director of Dining Services, on removing trays from The Oaks dining center [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET Where did you first hear about Osama bin Ladens death?
"Annoying

"Last night I got a

'1 heard it on

Facebook statuses"

text from a military

Twitter."

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

official, Sgt. Ashley

Have your own take on

Kindle."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or
ADDISON COLE.
Senior.
AMPD

NATALIE HOOVER
Senior.
Social Work

JACOB MOSER.
Freshman.
Special Education
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a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Prosecuted mother creates issues
of education for less fortunate
ByMrttThtdnr
Columnist

THEBGNEWS PRESENTS
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• •. • news ■'tlto anonymous submitters
' ■• 'iipported by The BG News or its stiff.
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"Mahatma Gandhi said to measure

I would like to congratulate society based on how they treat the least
everyone graduating from the
among them. If he is right, what does
University this weekend. It has
been a long, hard road, but you
McDowell's story say about us?"
have persevered.
I wish you all the best of
about her child's future, that
luck in whatever you deckle as her own so she could enroll
to do from here on out. Maybe her son in the high-quality she is willing to run the risk of
going to jail in order to make
among you there are future Newport school system, and
leaders of America or innova- Marques agreed.
sure her son gets the same
The Newport school sys- chance that other children
tors who will invent the next
great technology.
tem found out. and on April are given. Is that someI hope you all realize that, 15 McDowell was arrested and thing we need to penalize?
along with all of your hard jailed on felony larceny charg- Wouldn't our nation's chilwork, you were also very fortu- es. She is accused of stealing dren be better off if all parnate to have been afforded the $15,000, from Newport schools ents cared so much about
opportunities which helped — the approximate taxpayer their children's education?
cost of a child's education.
McDowell's story appeared
lead you to your futures. Not
everyone is so fortunate.
When she was confronted by on newstimcs.com and
I want to tell you all about Newportauthorities,McDowell
the author points out that,
a story I heard this week, of was honest in saying she lived "Education advocates and
someone who is not so lucky. in Bridgeport (though only one civil rights leaders have
Tanya McDowell is a 33-year- night a week on average) at the
questioned why McDowell
old, African-American woman
time she filled out the schrxil was arrested when as many
from
Bridgeport,
Conn. registration forms for her son. as 20 similar cases each year
McDowell has a 6 year-old son, The baby sitter who helped are dealt with by Norwalk
and they are homeless. She and McDowell try and get a qual- schools, and none that anyher son sometimes stay at the ity education for her son. was one can remember have
Norwalk Emergency Shelter evicted from her public hous- resulted in criminal charges."
and have various friends in ing for helping her.
Why is the school system
Where is the social justice
trying to make an example of
the area that will occasionally
lend them a couch to stay on. here? How are we, as a society, McDowell? I believe McDowell
Other times, the McDowells
better off because McDowell is
is being prosecuted because
sleep in their car.
behind bars? This is America, she is black and poor, and the
She was afraid that their the place where opportunities Newport school system is, in
effect, saying to her, "How
home situation and a lack of are supposed to be boundless
a quality school to send her and a person can accomplish dare you — a homeless black
son to, was going to force him
their dreams if they work hard. woman — think you can send
to fall behind academically.
It reminds me of a line your son to our school?"
McDowell wanted more out of President Ubama used in
What message is this sendlife for her soa as we all do, so his 2008 campaign saying ing to McDowell's 6-year-old
Republicans tell us to pull our- son and his peers, who may
she broke the law.
McDowell asked her baby selves up by our bootstraps, or may not be the same color,
sitter, Ana Marques, if she
then steal our boots. We have but are almost certainly of
could list her Newport address a parent who cares so much the same socioeconomic

status? Do you think that
little boy will grow up thinking, "I'm black and poor and
there are no opportunities in
America for me"?
If that's the case, how do you
think that will affect his future?
Do you think he will ever view
college as a realistic possibility? I pray he is not soured on
the idea of education because
of this incident, because boys
with no hope of education
become men with no faith in
the system or themselves.
Mahatma (iandhi said to
measure society based on
how they treat the least among
them. If he is right, what does
McDowell's story say about us?
As someone who believes that
the conscious of a society is
the voice of its people, I feel we
should be outraged by this turn
of events. Inmy opinion, now is
the time for us to stand up and
say in unison, "We will not let
you demonize this woman for
being poor because that is not
the America we want to live in."
If you are grateful for the
opportunities that you have
been given, and you think that
all Americans should have
them, you can add your name
to an online petition, and tell
the Newport school system
this type of persecution of
the poor is not acceptable at:
www.change.org/petitions /
stop-prosecution-of-homelesswoman-tonya-mcdowell-forsending-son-to-wrong-schoolin-norwalk-ct#signarures.

Respond to Matt Thacker
at theiiews@bgnews.com

UCKS

<am week. I feel it is necessary to complain about
inconsiderate people. The 24-hour guiet hours are set in
place for a reason. When you are running and screaming

Bin Ladens death inspires nationalism

down the hall like .i maniac, it makes my studying time much

Dramatic reveal of story added to importance of Obama's address

moie difficult. I would like to pass my classes. So shut up.
- SHUT IT

By D.M.Scott

tt ng in the computer lab trying to go over important

University Da*/Kansas
Colege News Network

'or classes and it happens: someone starts talking on
'lie. I hate this. There is a sign before you even walk
into a computer lab that says "no cell phone conversations."

rhat is just i
OW RULES
As a pedestrian. I don't appreciate being run off the sidewalk
by golf carts and similar vehicles. I can't always hear them
behind me, SO don t give me looks when you have to pass me
on a sidewalk made for walkers, not your vehicles.

WORRIED WALKER

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor.
■ Email us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Coll us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 572-6966
Email: thenewsSibgnews.com
Website: http://www.bgviews.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 572-2606

Forwhicheverreasons—which
I'll leave for psychologists to
diagnose — I hate unexpected
notices, messages or news.
Pretty much anything that is
sudden and important. Like
calls from family members,
especially from my mother or
sister, at a time that doesn't
seem right. My mind jumps to
hospitals and car wrecks.
Last night, while sitting on
my couch doing homework,
CNN interrupted my studious mind with breaking news.
Why this caught my interest, I
have no idea. Isn't everything

I*

breaking news these days?
Wolf Blitzer stammered
I was done with homework
The news: The president on about how he thought he for the night. I sat back and
would be making a statement knew what the address would watched the president's press
at 10:30 p.m.
be about but couldn't confirm conference and then the thouMy mind went racing and and didn't want to speculate.
sands of people gathering
the reports were fueling my
Then, CBS broke the outside the White House who
doomsday thinking The pun- mystery:
Osama bin chanted "USA, USA. USA."
dits said things like "extraordi- Laden was dead.
Then 1 really reflected
nary" and "can't overstate the
(As a newsie, this was interNothing can bring back those
magnitude of this event." For esting to watch. CBS broke the feelings I felt on Sept. 11 and the
a while, all that could be said story on the Internet, while days and weeks that followed.
was that the address would be "CSI: Miami" was showing on Our country was unified in
about "national security."
its television channel. They grief arid anger, a toxic mix. The
Could it involve develop- were out in front, as Blitzer images will never go away: the
ments in Iran? Would we keep repeating his "I can't con- Twin Tower attacked and fallincrease our involvement in firm" mantra.)
ing down, the New Yorkers runLibya? My stomach could not
My mind processed the ning away from the debris, the
take another war, especially news. It resembled closure, but vigils and the friends and famfrom this president, our Nobel not fulfy. I couldn't quite mus- ily members holding the photoPeace Prize-winning president. ter tears of joy.
graph of rnissing loved ones.
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NY Imam: Bin
Laden death paves
way for healing

Obama's friend
pleads no contest in
prostitution case
HONOLULU (AP)-A

NEW YORK (AP)-The
Muslim leader behind plans (or
a controversial mosque near
the World Trade Center site
is praising President Barack
Obama after the death of
Osama bin Laden.

close friend of President Barack
Obama has pleaded no contest
to soliciting a prostitute in Hawaii.
An attorney for Robert
"Bobby" Titcomb entered the plea
Monday. Titcomb did not appear
in the Honolulu courtroom.

Imam Feisal Abdul Rauf
(rah-OOF) said Monday that
Obama's actions help support
"people in the Arab world who are
also fighting against terrorism by
their own rulers."

Attorney William Harrison
said Titcomb doesn't fully agree
with the facts of the case but
wants to take responsibility.
The judge granted Harrison's
request for a deferral. That
means the case will be dismissed
in six months if Titcomb stays out
of trouble. He must also pay a
$500 fine.

Rauf said bin Laden's death
can bring 'closure and healing
around 9/11."
In March. Rauf and his wife,
activist Daisy Khan, said they
were pursuing other avenues for
an Islamic community center and
mosque following a rift with the
project's developer.

Honolulu police arrested the
49-year-old Titcomb and three
other men during an undercover
sting operation on April 4.

He said Monday that discussions with people interested in a
multi-faith center were continu-

Army Corps is
close to decision
on Missouri levee

Ohio murder
suspect was shot
repeatedly

Giffords plans to
return to Fla. to
watch launch

NY insider trading
trial goes on
without defendant

SIKESTON.Mo(AP)
- Officials are close to a final
decision on whether to blast
open a Mississippi River levee
in a bid to protect the Illinois
town of Cairo (KAY-row) from
rising floodwaters.

COLUMBUS-A murder suspect killed in a weekend shootout
in central Ohio was shot multiple
times, according to preliminary
autopsy results released Monday

TUCSON. Anz.(AP)-A
spokesman for Arizona Rep
Gabrielle Giffords said she
plans to return to Florida to
watch her astronaut husband
lead the final launch of the
space shuttle Endeavour.

NEW YORK (AP)-A onetime billionaire on trial in a big
New York City insider trading
case involving hedge funds was
absent from the courtroom after
undergoing emergency surgery

The Army Corps of
Engineers said Monday it
would announce its intentions at 5 p.m. COT. If the
corps decides to break the
flood wall, the actual demolition is expected to begin
about three hours later at
the Birds Point levee
Missouri officials oppose the
move, saying it could inundate
130.000 acres of farmland and
hurt the region's economy by
covering the land under sand and
silt and rendering it useless.
The corps and the state of
Illinois said the demolition is crucial to relieving river pressure on
the floodwall protecting Cairo.

Obama and Titcomb have
spent time together during the
president's vacations in Hawaii.

ing. He's not sure where it will be.
The developer said he still
plans a center near ground zero.

Randle Lee Roberts II. 27.
died Saturday in the shootout
with Columbus police, who didn't
know then that he was a suspect
in the fatal overnight shootings
of four relatives at a home about
90 miles away, near the town of
West Union in southern Ohio.
The shootout happened after
poke in Columbus responded to
two calls about shots fired into
homes and ended up pursuing a
vehicle driven by Roberts, who
crashed the pickup truck. The
gunfire erupted as Roberts came
out the front door of his mother's
home, police said Monday.
Franklin County Coroner Jan
Gorniak wouldn't say how many
times Roberts was hit but said
he was shot in the head, torso
and extremities.
-KanteleFranko(AP)

Social media welcomed
in Mass. courtroom
By Denis* Lavoia

the nation's courts, where
judges, jurors and lawyers
are restricted in their use
of digital technology and
social media.
... closer to the
In some publicized cases,
people...."
jurors using portable electronic devices in other courtJohn Davidow | OpenCourt
rooms have caused mistrials .
ments online, the Quincy and overturned convictions.
project is unusual because it
A judge in San Francisco
will continuously stream live, dismissed 600 potentialjurors
unedited court proceedings after several acknowledged
all day. The courtroom will going online to research
be unusually welcoming to the criminal case they were
bloggers and citizen journal- called to consider. A federal
ists with a special seating sec- judge in Florida declared a
mistrial after eight jurors
tion and Wi-Fi connection.
"In the past, reporters were admitted Web surfing about
the connection to the nation's a drug case.
And last year, "Twitter
courts, but with the changes
in the media landscape, there instructions" were issued
are just less and less journal- to federal judges to read
ists who are that bridge to the to jurors, barring them
public," said John Davidow, from visiting Internet chat
executive producer of the rooms, blogs or social web"OpenCourt" project.
sites and from using elec"At the same time, there's tronic devices in connecbeen the proliferation of tion with their cases.
reporting tools that are in
The Quincy project is fundthe hands of all citizens, ed bya$250,000grantthrough
including iPhones and other Knight News Challenge, a
smartphones that can record. contest that encourages
People can tweet, blog, report. media innovation, to Boston's
The idea is to bring the courts National Public Radio affiliand what goes on in the ate WBUR, where Davidow
courts closer to the people so works as executive editor for
they understand how the law new media.
and the justice system work
Davidow and others met
regularly for months with
in this country," he said.
These new modern tools court staff and lawyers to
are not widely embraced by work out rules for the project.

"The idea is
to bring the courts

The Associated Press

BOSTON — Cameras
rolled Monday in one of
the busiest courtrooms in
Massachusetts, recording
murder arraignments, traffic and drug cases in a new
experiment: how bloggers
and other citizen journalists
can cover courts using new
media and MKI.I1 media.
The business of a bustling
courtroom in Qutncy District
Court began streaming live
over the Web for anyone to
see. The courtroom, which
usually does not allow reporters to use even computers,
will now welcome laptops,
iPads and smartphones, and
will encourage live blogging,
tweeting and Facebooking.
It's all part of an experiment court officials around
the country hope will help
establish suggested guidelines for courts as they grapple with how to use digital
technology and how to
accommodate citizen journalists and bloggers.
The pilot project in
Quincy, just south of Boston,
is believed to be one of the
broadest experiments in
the country for using new
media in the courts. While
many states allow cameras
in the courtroom and some
stream supreme court argu-
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Jurors continued deliberating
Monday as representatives for
the Sri Lanka-born hedge fund
manager Raj Rajaratnam (rahj
rah-juh-RUHT'-nuhm) revealed

CJ. Karamargin said
Monday that his boss is awaiting word on when the flight
will be rescheduled.
Giffords had traveled from
Houston to Cape Canaveral
to watch the launch scheduled
for last Friday but was delayed
because of a technical problem. The launch is off until at
least Sunday.
Giffords has since returned
to the Houston rehab hospital
where she's been undergoing
treatment after being shot in the
head while meeting constituents. She was one of 15 people
wounded in the Jan. 8 shooting
in Tucson Six others were killed
Jared Loughner has pleaded
not guilty to 49 federal charges

the surgery on a website dedicated to his defense. The announcement said Rajaratnam underwent
surgery after developing a bacterial infection in his foot. It said
he waived his right to be present
and the judge had approved his
absence. It added that he hoped
to return this week.
Prosecutors said wiretaps
prove the Galleon Group chief
made tens of millions of dollars
by trading on inside tips.
Lawyers for Rajaratnam
argue he relied on public
information and complex
analysis for his decisions.

Obama: Bin Laden's death a
good day' for America
Mastermind of 9/11 attacks killed by US forces in Pakistan attack
A U.S. official said Osama spanned nearly a decade.
bin Laden went down firing at
Bin Laden was shot in
Die Associated Press
the Navy SEALs who stormed the head during a firefight
his compound.
and then quickly buried at
WASHINGTON — Declaring
"Today we are reminded sea. White House officials
the killingofOsama bin Laden that as a nation there is noth- were mulling the merits
"a good day for America," ing we can't do," Obama said and appropriateness of
President Barack Obama said of the news bound to lift his releasing a photo.
Monday the world was safer political standing and help
As spontaneous celebrawithout the al-Qaida terrorist define his presidency. He tions and expressions of relief
and mastermind of the Sept. hailed the pride of those gave way to questions about
11,2001 attacks.
who broke out in overnight precisely what happened and
His administration used celebrations as word spread what comes next, U.S. officials
DNA testing to help con- around the globe.
warned that the campaign
firm that American forces in
An elite crew of American against terrorism is not nearly
Pakistan had in fact killed bin forces killed bin Laden during over — and that the threat of
Laden, as U.S. officials sought a daring raid on Monday, cap- deadly retaliation against the
to erase all doubt about the ping the world's most intense United States and its allies
stunning news.
manhunt, a search that was real.
By David Espo and Kanbady
Dozkr

HOUSES! HOUSES! HOUSES!
BEST SELECTION OF 2,3,4,5 AND 6 BEDROOM HOUSES
AVAILABLE FOR FALL 2011
Amenities Included in many of our nous**:
-

Furnished or unfurnished

- Air conditioning

-

Washer and Dryer
Garbage disposal, dishwasher
Large yards
1 and 2 car garages
Full basements
Most homes are NEW or REMODELED

-

Gas log fireplaces

-

1-2 blocks from campus
May or August leases

-

Microwaves
Walk in closets

3-6 People allowed depending on location ^^^
CALL FOR DETAILS (419) 352-0717
«| jfc

www.greenbriarrentals.com oJSk
Merry House | 310 E. Merry

White Castle I 610 N. Main

1045 N. Main St 7B
Bowling Green, OH

419-353-5800
1bd/1bath-OPEN NOW
4t 2, mo (12/mo lease) + utilities
2bd/1bath-Aug.16th move in
479/mo( 12/mo lease) + utilities

2 onebdrms left starling at 417/mo
• utilitiesl three bdrm/recently
remodeled.927/mo
+utilities.CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN

Findlay Pike Apts.
111/113 Findlay Pike

Avery House | 326 N Main

WE ALSO OFFER:

WINTHROP TERRACE

> Free Gas (Heat, Water, Cooking) > 24 Hr Maintenance
> Free High Speed Internet

> 3 Laundromats

> Free Bask Cable

> 2 Swimming Pools

> Free Resident Shuttle

> 1 & 2 Bedroom Apts

> Air Conditioning

> Free Waters Trash

> Free DVD Library

Management Inc.

& SCIMMIT TERRACE
A P I I T I t N I S
Office: 400 E. Napolean Rd • 419.352.9135
Email: winthrop@gerdenich.com
Hour*: Mon-Fri 9am-5pm, Sat 11am-3pm

EHicencies-307/mo + utilities
CLOSE TO DOWNTOWN

2 & 3 bdrms starting at 475/mo +utllrties
Portage Ohio-Unique Apartment*

Call for an appointment/check out the web site

www.meccabg.com

FORUM

"People tend to eat with their eyes and order however much they can fit on their tray."
- Mike Paulus, director of Dining Services, on removing trays from The Oaks dining center [see story, pg. 1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET

Where did you first hear about Osama bin Laden's death?
"Annoying

"Last night I got a

"1 heard It on

Facebook statuses'

text from a military

Twitter*

(\
K£

VISIT US AT
MVIEWS.COM

official Sgt Ashley

Have your own take on

Kindle."

today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
ADO-SON COLE,
Senior.
AMPO

NATALIE HOOVER,
Senior,
Social Work

JACORMOSER,
Freshman,
Special Education

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewsxom.

Prosecuted mother creates issues
of education for less fortunate
ByMattTliKkar
Columnist

HEBGNEWS PRESENTS

FALCON SCREECH
Falcon Screeches represent only the views of the anonymous submitters.
They are purely opnmn and are not supported by The BG News or its staff.

The general education system is broken. It shouldn't deter
students Irom taking advanced courses in programs outside
of their department. It should encourage students to engage
at all levels of learning in all areas and levels of study.
- WANTING TO LEARN
Lets talk about things I don't appreciate. Let's begin this rant
with our current weather patterns Frickin' cold. News flash.
Mother Nature. Bowling Green is not the Upper Peninsula
of Michigar^tirtyffshoiidnot be subjaaWitosdchadd;:.';.
■"»mpoiatiirp<-aiiring the month of May.^am-highly disappointed in your behavior. Mother Nature, and I think you
deserve a reprimand for such conduct.
- DISCIPLINE IS KEY
The worst thing ever is when you find out your first exam is
on Monday and you don't have another one until Friday. You
try to come up with some master plan to get your professor to change the time of the exam for you. but there is no
changing his or her mind. Finally, you can't decide if you
want to go home or stay for those three days and sit there
and do absolutely nothing. Why can't BG just plan an exam
schedule that is more convenient?

I would like to congratulate
everyone graduating from the
University Ihis weekend. Il has
been a long, hard road, but you
have persevered.
I wish you all the best of
luck in whatever you decide
to do from here on out Maybe
among you there are future
leaders of America or innovators who will invent the next
great technology.
I hope you all realize that
along with all of your hard
work, you were also very fortunate to have been afforded the
opportunities which helped
lead you to your futures. Not
everyone is so fortunate.
I want to tell you all about
a story 1 heard this week, of
someone who is not so lucky.
Tanya McDowell is a :i:t yearold, African-American woman
from Bridgeport, Conn.
McDowell has a 6 year-old son,
and they are homeless. She and
her son sometimes stay at the
Norwalk Emergency Shelter
and have various friends in
the area that will occasionally
lund them a couch to stay on.
Other times, the McDowells
sleep in their car.
She was afraid that their
home situation and a lack of
a quality school to send her
son to, was going to force him
to fall behind academically,
McDowell wanted more out of
life for her son, as we all do, so
she broke the law.
McDowell asked her baby
sitter, Ana Marques, if she
could list her Newport address

"Mahatma Gandhi said to measure
society based on how they treat the least
among them. If he is right, what does
McDowell's story say about us?"
about her child's future, that
she is willing to run the risk of
going to jail in order to make
sure her son gets the same
chance that other children
are given. Is that something we need to penalize?
Wouldn't our nation's children be better off if all parents cared so much about
their children's education?
McDowell's story appeared
on newstimes.com and
the author points out that,
"Education advocates and
civil rights leaders have
questioned why McDowell
was arrested when as many
as 20 similar cases each year
are dealt with by Norwalk
schools, and none that anyone can remember have
resulted in criminal charges."
Why is the school system
trying to make an example of
McDowell? I believe McDowell
is being prosecuted because
she is black and poor, and the
Newport school system is, in
effect, saying to her, "How
dare you — a homeless black
woman — think you can send
your son to our school?"
What message is this sending to McDowell's 6-year-old
son and his peers, who may
or may not be the same color,
but are almost certainly of
the same, socioeconomic

as her own so she could enroll
her son in the high-quality
Newport school system, and
Marques agreed
The Newport school system found out and on April
15 McDowell was arrested and
jailed on felony larceny charges. She is accused of stealing
$15,000, from Newport schools
— the approximate taxpayer
cost of a child's education.
When she was confronted by
Newportauthoriries,McDowell
was honest in saying she lived
in Bridgeport (though only one
night a week on average) at the
time she filled out the school
registration forms for her son.
The baby sitter who helped
McDowell try and get a quality education for her son, was
evicted from her public housing for helping her.
Where is the social justice
here?. How are we, as a society,
better off because McDowell is
behind bars? This is America,
the place where opportunities
are supposed to be boundless
and a person can accomplish
their dreams if they work hard.
It reminds me of a line
President Obama used in
his 2008 campaign saying
Republicans tell us to pull ourselves up by our bootstraps,
then steal our boots. We have
a parent who cares so much

status? Do you think that
little boy will grow up thinking "I'm black and poor and
there are no opportunities in
America for me"?
If that's the case, how do you
think that will affect his future?
Do you think he will ever view
college as a realistic possibility? I pray he is not soured on
the idea of education because
of this incident because boys
with no hope of education
become men with no faith in
the system or themselves.
Mahatma Gandhi said to
measure society based on
how they treat the least among
them. If he is right what does
McDowell's story say about us?
As someone who believes that
the conscious of a society is
the voice of its people, 1 feel we
should be outraged by this turn
of events. In my opinion, now is
the time for us to stand up and
say in unison, "We will not let
you demonize this woman for
being poor because that is not
the America we want to live in."
If you are grateful for the
opportunities that you have
been given, and you think that
all Americans should have
them, you can add your name
to an online petition, and tell
the Newport school system
this type of persecution of
the poor is not acceptable at:
www.change.org/petitions/
stop-prosecution-of-homelesswoman-tonya-mcdowell-forsending-son-to-wrong-schoolin-norwalk-ct#signatures.

Respond tn Mutt TnoAer
afitenews@bgnews.com

- FINALS WFEK SUCKS
Since it is exam week. I feel it is necessary to complain about
inconsiderate people. The 24-hour quiet hours are set in
place for a (eason. When you are running and screaming
down the hall like a maniac, it makes my studying time much
more difficult. I would like to pass my classes. So shut up.
-SHUT IT
I'm sitting in the computer lab trying to go over important
things for classes and it happens: someone starts talking on
the phone. I hate this. There is a sign before you even walk
into a computer lab that says "no cell phone conversations."
That is just rude
-FOLLOWRULES '
As a pedestrian. I don't appreciate being run off the sidewalk
by golf carts and similar vehicles. I can't always hear them
behind me. so don't give me looks when you have to pass me
on a sidewalk made for walkers, not your vehicles.
-WORRIED WALKER

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or
news story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the
editor:

Bin Laden's death inspires nationalism
Dramatic reveal of story added to importance of Obama's address
By D.M.Scott
University Da*/ Kansas
College News Network

Forwhicheverreasons—which
III leave for psychologists to
diagnose—I hate unexpected
notices, messages or news.
Pretty much anything that is
sudden and important Like
calls from family members,
especially from my mother or
sister, at a time that doesn't
seem right. My mind jumps to
hospitals ami car wrecks.
Last night, while sitting on
my couch doing homework,
CNN interrupted my studious mind with breaking news.
Why this caught my interest, I
have no idea. Isn't everything
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■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hal
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My mind went racing and
the reports were fueling my
doomsday thinking The pundits said things like "extraordinary" and "can't overstate the
magnitude of this event." For
awhile, all that could be said
was that the address would be
about "national security."
Could it involve developments in Iran? Would we
increase our involvement in
Libya? My stomach could not
take another war, especially
from this president our Nobel
Peace Prize-winning president.

HOGGING
Check out the sports
bloq for the latest in BG
athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

I was done with homework
for the night I sat back and
watched the president's press
conference and then the thousands of people gathering
outside the White House who
chanted "USA, USA, USA."
Then I really reflected
Nothing can bring back those
feelings I felt on Sept 11 and the
days and weeks that followed.
Our country was unified in
grief and anger, a toxic mix. The
images will never go away: the
Twin Tower attacked and falling down, the New Yorkers running arway from trie debris, the
vigils and the friends and family members holding the photographs of missing loved ones.

JAMES ROW. FORUM EDITOR

KATE SNYDER. IN FOCUS EDITOR
JBSJAMKSPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

SPEAK YOU* MIND
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Wolf Blitzer stammered
on about how he thought he
knew what the address would
be about but couldn't confirm
and didn't want to speculate.
Then, CBS broke the
mystery: Osama bin
Laden was dead.
(As a newsie, this was interesting to watch CBS broke the
story on the Internet while
"CSI: Miami" was showing on
its television channel They
were out in front as Blitzer
keep repeating his "I can't confirm" mantra.)
My mind processed the
news. It resembled closure, but
not fully. I couldn't quite muster tears of joy.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWSXOM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of this
page.
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breaking news these days?
The news: The president
would be making a statement

GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not be
printed.

EMAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewjie'bgnews.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and darity before printing. The
edrtor may change the heaotnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News.
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NATION BRIEFS
NY Imam: Bin
Laden death paves
way for healing

Obama's friend
pleads no contest in
prostitution case

NEW YORK (AP)-The
Muslim leader behind plans for
a controversial mosque near
the World Tfade Center site
is praising President Barack
Obama after the death o(
Osama bin Laden.

HONOLULU (AP)-A
close friend of President Barack
Obama has pleaded no contest
to soliciting a prostitute in Hawaii.
An attorney for Robert
"Bobby" Titcomb entered the plea
Monday. Titcomb did not appear
in the Honolulu courtroom.

Imam Feisal Abdul Raul
(rah-OOF) said Monday that
Obama's actions help support
"people in the Arab world who are
also fighting against terrorism by
their own rulers."

Attorney William Harrison
said Titcomb doesn't fully agree
with the facts of the case but
wants to take responsibility.
The judge granted Harrison's
request for a deferral. That
means the case will be dismissed
in six months if Titcomb stays out
of trouble He must also pay a
$500 fine.

Rauf said bin Laden's death
can bnng "closure and healing
around 9/11."
In March, Rauf and his wife,
activist Daisy Khan, said they
were pursuing other avenues for
an Islamic community center and
mosque following a rift with the
project's developer.

Honolulu police arrested the
49-year-old Titcomb and three
other men during an undercover
sting operation on April 4.

He said Monday that discussions with people interested in a
mufti-faith center were continuing. He's not sure where it will be.

Obama and Titcomb have
spent time together during the
president's vacations in Hawaii.

Army Corps is
close to decision
on Missouri levee
SIKESTON.Mo.(AP)
- Officials are close to a final
decision on whether to blast
open a Mississippi River levee
in a bid to protect the Illinois
town of Cairo (KAY-row) from
rising floodwaters.
The Army Corps of
Engineers said Monday it
would announce its intentions at 5 p.m. CDT. If the
corps decides to break the
flood wall, the actual demolition is expected to begin
about three hours later at
the Birds Point levee.
Missouri officials oppose the
move, saying it could inundate
130.000 acres of farmland and
hurt the region's economy by
covering the land under sand and
silt and rendering it useless.
The corps and the state of
Illinois said the demolition is crucial to relieving river pressure on
the floodwall protecting Cairo.

The developer said he still
plans a center near ground zero.

Ohio murder
suspect was shot
repeatedly

GrKords plans to
return to Fla. to
watch launch

NY insider trading
trial goes on
without defendant

COLUMBUS-A murder suspect killed in a weekend shootout
in central Ohio was shot multiple
times, according to preliminary
autopsy results released Monday.

TUCSON.Ariz (AP)-A
spokesman for Arizona Rep.
Gabrielle Giffords said she
plans to return to Florida to
watch her astronaut husband
lead the final launch of the
space shuttle Endeavour.

NEW YORK (AP)-A onetime billionaire on trial in a big
New York City insider trading
case involving hedge funds was
absent from the courtroom after
undergoing emergency surgery.

Randle Lee Roberts II, 27.
died Saturday in the shootout
with Columbus police, who didn't
know then that he was a suspect
in the fatal overnight shootings
of four relatives at a home about
90 miles away, near the town of
West Union in southern Ohio.
The shootout happened after
police in Columbus responded to
two calls about shots fired into
homes and ended up pursuing a
vehicle driven by Roberts, who
crashed the pickup truck. The
gunfire erupted as Roberts came
out the front door of his mother's
home, police said Monday.
Franklin County Coroner Jan
Gorniak wouldn't say how many
times Roberts was hit but said
he was shot in the head, torso
and extremities.
-KanteleFranko(AP)

the nation's courts, where
judges, jurors and lawyers
restricted in their use
to bring the courts are
of digital technology and
social media.
... closer to the
In some publicized cases,
people...."
jurors using portable electronic devices in other courtJohn Davidow | OpenCourt
rooms have caused mistrials...
ments online, the Quincy and overturned convictions.
A judge in San Francisco
project is unusual because it
will continuously stream live, dismissed 600 potential jurors
unedited court proceedings after several acknowledged
all day. The courtroom will going online to research
be unusually welcoming to the criminal case they were
bloggers and citizen journal- called to consider. A federal
ists with a special seating sec- judge in Florida declared a
tion and Wi-Fi connection.
mistrial after eight jurors
"In the past reporters were admitted Web surfing about
the connection to the nation's a drug case.
courts, but with the changes
And last year, "Twitter
in the media landscape, there instructions" were issued
are just less and less journal- to federal judges to read
ists who are that bridge to the to jurors, barring them
public," said John Davidow, from visiting Internet chat
executive producer of the rooms, blogs or social web"OpenCourt" project.
sites and from using elec"At the same time, there's tronic devices in connecbeen the proliferation of tion with their cases.
reporting tools that are in
The Quincy project is fundthe hands of all citizens, edbya$250,000grantthrough
including iPhones and other Knight News Challenge, a
smartphones that can record. contest that encourages
People can tweet, blog, report. media innovation, to Boston's
The idea is to bring the courts National Public Radio affiliand what goes on in the ate WBUR. where Davidow
courts closer to the people so works as executive editor for
they understand how the law new media
Davidow and others met
and the justice system work
in this country," he said.
regularly for months with
These new modern tools court staff and lawyers to
are not widely embraced by work out rules for the project

"The idea is

BOSTON
—
Cameras
rolled Monday in one of
the busiest courtrooms in
Massachusetts, recording
murder arraignments, traffic and drug cases in a new
experiment: how bloggers
and other citizen journalists
can cover courts using new
media and social media.
The business of a bustling
courtroom in Quincy District
Court began streaming live
over the Web for anyone to
see. The courtroom, which
usually does not allow reporters to use even computers,
will now welcome laptops,
iPads and smart phonos, and
will encourage live blogging,
tweeting and Facebooking.
It's all part of an experiment court officials around
the country hope will help
establish suggested guidelines for courts as they grapple with how to use digital
technology and how to
accommodate citizen journalists and bloggers.
The pilot project in
Quincy, just south of Boston,
is believed to be one of the
broadest experiments in
the country for using new
media in the courts. While
many states allow cameras
in the courtroom and some
stream supreme court argu-

Jurors continued deliberating
Monday as representatives for
the Sri Lanka-born hedge fund
manager Raj Rajaratnam (rahj
rah-juh-RUHT'-nuhm) revealed
the surgery on a website dedicated to his defense. The announcement said Rajaratnam underwent
surgery after developing a bacte-

C.J. Karamargin said
Monday that his boss is awaiting word on when the flight
will be rescheduled.
Giffords had traveled from
Houston to Cape Canaveral
to watch the launch scheduled
for last Friday but was delayed
because of a technical problem. The launch is off until at
least Sunday.

rial infection in his foot, h said
he waived his right to be present
and the judge had approved his
absence. It added that he hoped
to return this week.

Giffords has since returned
to the Houston rehab hospital
where she's been undergoing
treatment after being shot in the

Prosecutors said wiretaps
prove the Galleon Group chief
made tens of millions of doKars
by trading on inside tips.

head while meeting constituents. She was one of 13 people
wounded in the Jan. 8 shooting
in Tucson. Six others were killed.

Lawyers for Rajaratnam
argue he relied on public
information and complex
analysis for his decisions.

Jared Loughner has pleaded
not guilty to 49 federal charges.

Obama: Bin Laden's death a
good day' for America

Social media welcomed
in Mass. courtroom
ByDaniMLavok
The Associated Press

BGNEWS
WIRE
SOURCES

Mastermind of 9/11 attacks killed by US forces in Pakistan attack
A U.S. official said Osama
bin laden went down firing at
The Associated Press
the Navy SEALs who stormed
his compound.
"Today we are reminded
WASHINGTON — Declaring
the killing of Osama bin Laden that as a nation there is noth"a good day for America." ing we can't do," Obama said
President Barack Obama said of the news bound to lift his
Monday the world was safer political standing and help
without the al-Qaida terrorist define his presidency. He
and mastermind of the Sept. hailed the pride of those
11,2001 attacks.
who broke out in overnight
His administration used celebrations as word spread
DNA testing to help con- around the globe.
firm that American forces in
An elite crew of American
Pakistan had in fact killed bin forces killed bin Laden during
Laden, as US. officials sought a daring raid on Monday, capto erase all doubt about the ping the world's most intense
stunning news.
manhunt, a search that
By David Eapo and Kknbariv
Doxier

spanned nearly a decade.
Bin Laden was shot in
the head during a firefight
and then quickly buried at
sea. White House officials
were mulling the merits
and appropriateness of
releasing a photo.
As spontaneous celebrations and expressions of relief
gave way to questions about
precisely what happened and
what comes next US. officials
warned that the campaign
against terrorism is not nearly
over — and that the threat of
deadly retaliation against the
United States and its allies
was real.
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Men's golf finishes
seventh at MAC
Championships
By Brendan Packart
Reporter

Some things just aren't meant
to be.
The Falcons weren't able to continue their streak of comebacks
at the Mid-American Conference
Tournament as they finished
in seventh place at the MAC
Championship this past weekend.
The Falcons had an uncharacteristically bad start from all of
the members of the team in the
first day. The Falcons faced a difficult course at the TPC River's
Bend in Maineville, Ohio, with the
course still recovering from a week
of heavy rain in the area. Coach
Carry Winger said the play from
his golfers resulted in a lot of balls
getting lost in the rough.
"It is disappointing finish for the
team," Winger said. "In just a couple of holes we lost our chance to
make a run."
The Falcons did make a push
in the third round, jumping up
to sixth in the leader board. They
shot the lowest round of any
team on Saturday, but they were
no match for the eventual winners, Kent State.
"Kent State has had the best program in the MAC for the past 20
years," Winger said. "They're a
top 30 nationally ranked team;
they clearly played better than
everyone else."
The Golden Flashes had four of
their five golfers ranked in the top
10. Junior Mackenzie Hughes (70,
67,73,74 — 284) shot a four-under
par to beat out his teummate John
I lahn (76,68,70,72 — 286) by two
strokes to capture the individual
MAC title, as well as leading Kent
State to their 19th MAC title.
The Falcons did have some bright
spots despite their disappointing
finish. Juniors Parker Hewit and
Drew Preston both finished in the
top 20 overall.
Hewit finished tied for 11th place
shooting a 12-over par (81, 75, 70,
74-300).
Preston finished tied for 19th
place shooting a 15-over par (77,

Power outage

"It is a disappointing
finish for the team. In
just a couple of holes
we lost our chance to
make a run."
Gary Winger | BG Coach

82,71,73 — 303).
"Drew is one of the best golfers
in the MAC, and he knows a 19th
place finish isn't great for him,"
Winger said.
"Parker kept battling all weekend long," he said. "I spent some
time following on the back nine
on Sunday, and he had a lot of
chances for birdies, but they
weren't dropping."
The rest of the Falcon lineup
didn't finish the way they have
all season.
Wes Gates finished tied for 30th
place, shooting 23-over par (79,80,
74,78 - 311).
Charlie Olson finished tied for
36th place, shooting a 28-over par
(80, 78, 78, 80 - 316), and freshman Chris Melvin rounded out the
Falcon's scores, finishing tied for
39th place, shooting a 32-over par
(79,77,76,88-320).
"All season long Chris has played
good for us and the same with
Charlie," Winger said. "Everyone
on the team has played a significant role, but we just didn't get the
job done here."
All of the golfers who started this
tournament for the Falcons will
be back next season. With a very
young squad, mainly juniors and
sophomores, Winger is excited to
gett ready for next season.
"We've never had a team with
this much talent and depth,"
Winger said. "But I want my team
to remember this feeling of finishing in seventh place."
Winger knows anyone on the
team can be as good as any other
golfer on the course, and this experience will only help his team going
into next season.

TOSS: Michael Frank throws a pitch in a game earlier this season

Pitchers shine, bats fall quiet as Falcons drop three in a row to Miami
By Mlchala Wysocki
Reporter

Despite solid outings from the pitching staff and the defense, BG bats
were silent against Miami.
The RedHawks swept the
series, putting the Falcons five
games behind for second place
in the division.
In game one, sophomore Cody
Apthorpe pitched a complete game,
holding Miami to just one run off
five hits over 104 pitches, but it was
all the RedHawks needed to get the
win over the Falcons.

The team played hard and did
well pitching and defensively, head
coach Danny Schmitz said.
"Cody pitched a complete game
and the defense was solid behind
him, but we didn't score runs,"
Schmitzsaid.
The Falcons had a chance early
in the game to get on the board.
Captains Frank Berry and Jon Berti
led off the first with singles, but were
stranded in scoring position when
captain Clay Duncan flied out to
center field.
BG only prouced five hits in the
game. Berry's single extended his

hitting streak to 10 games.
The RedHawks scored their only
run of the game after a second
inning fielder's choice. The leadoff batter for Miami, Kyle Weldon,
reached base on a single to left, and
advanced to third on a single from
teammate Kevin Bower, who hit
to right field. In efforts to turn
a double play, the Falcons were
unsuccessful which resulted in
the lone run for Miami.
Due to weather, the Falcons and
See BASEBALL | Page 7

California native Brett Mohler posts strong freshman season for Falcons
ByRyanSatkomak
Assistant Sports Edtor

Coming into the Central Collegiate
Hockey Association and getting significant playing time as a freshman is not something Brett Mohler
hadenvisioned when he committed
to BG last year.
Mohler made the most of that time,
finishing second on the team with 17
points this season, which exceeded
his own expectations.
"I didn't know what role I was going
to play when I got here," he said. "That
said, I still don't think that I was in as
good of shape as I needed to be in."
The fact that Mohler is in a position
to be a successful collegiate hockey
player is a wonder, considering he
hails from a region not known for
hockey. Growing up in Yorba Linda,
Calif., a small city about 40 miles
south of Los Angeles, not many people played hockey.
In addition, the high costs of hockey gear prevents many kids from ever
getting the opportunity to play the
game. However, Mohler said there
were several ice rinks within a 30
minute drive from his house, and

FACEBOOK

once he became familiar with hockey,
he was hooked.
"I went to a (Los Angeles) Kings
game with my dad and my brother
when I was two years old," he said.
"My brother said that he wanted to
play hockey, so my dad got us both
gear and I've been playing ever since."
While he was able to play, half
of the challenge of getting to the
collegiate level is getting noticed
by junior hockey coaches, which
Mohler said was not easy to do in
southern California.
"Not many people take California
hockey players seriously because
obviously there are a lot of things to
do in the offseason that don't revolve
around hockey," he said. "But once
you are able to get on the radar and
prove to everyone that you are a good
player, then that goes a long way with
the coaches."
Mohler spent two seasons playing junior hockey, first with the
Alberni Valley Bulldogs of the British
Columbia Hockey League and then
with the Tri-City Storm of the United
States Hockey League.
He said the talent gap between the
two leagues is fairly significant, and

the jump from the BCHL to the USHL
helped prepare him for college hockey. He made that jump after playing
one year with Tri-City, and he chose
BG because of the caliber of players
he would be competing against in
CCHA.hesaid.
However, his position in BG was
in limbo after the introduction of
the new coaching staff in April 2010.
Mohler committed while Dennis
Williams was the interim head coach
of the team during the 2009-10 season, and Mohler said he was at first
unsure what would happen to him
after the University named Chris
Bergeron the head coach.
"Obviously I had committed to
(Williams), but the first time I talked to (Bergeron) he just laid it on
the line and said to come prepared,
that everyone was getting a fair
shake, and that's all I needed to
hear to get me going this past summer," Mohler said.
Bergeron's decision to honor
Mower's commitment and the commitment of the entire freshman class
See MOHLER | Page 7
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PASS: Brett Mohler prepares to dish out a pass in a game during the season.
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Stratton s three-homer game leads
Falcons to sweep of Ball State
By Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

TWelve innings Saturday could
only be topped by fourteen
innings Sunday.
The BG Softball team
showed their character by
battling and defeating No.
2 ranked Mid-American
Conference Western Division
foe Ball State.
After suffering back-to-back
doubleheader losses to Miami
on Friday to see their record
drop to 7-31, the I'alcons could
have merely accepted it and
looked toward next season, but
instead displayed resiliency.
"Where we are at this point
in the season it's all about
heart," said head coach

BASEBALL

From Page 6

Red I lawks decided the
series with a doubleheader
Saturday.
The Falcons ended the
series with no wins under
their belts, despite the solid
pitching
performances
by starters Nick Bruns and
Charles Wooten.
BG had 16 hits over the
course of both games.
Freshman leremy Shay and
Ryan Schlater came up big
with three hits each. The duo
combined for four extra-base
hits, with Schlater hitting
a triple and Shay hitting a
home run.
Berry extended his hitting streak once more to 11
games, a team season high,
but that ended in the final
game of the series when he
was 0-3 at the plate.

Shannon Salsburg. "That's a history to record three home
huge win for us."
runs in a single game. The
In the opening game, the more astounding Ihing is that
Falcons saw Zada I ines give tip Stratton hadn't hit a single
five runs in 2113 innings before home run up to this point in
Melissa Bott relieved. Bott gave her collegiate career.
up one run on 11 hits over 9 and
Stratton started the Fakons'
2/3 innings.
offense withasololeadoff home
The I'alcons were down 5-0 run in the third inning and
in the game before they were ended the game with a walk-off
able to lie the game 5-5. In the home run in the bottom of the
eighth inning the Cardinals twelfth to win the game 7-6.
scored their only run on Bott.
Sunday's rematch nearly
taking the 6-5 lead. But the was a complete role reversal.
Falcons showed their charac- This time it was BG who held
ter and were able to tie the the early 4-0 lead after the first
game at 6-(i.
inning before the Cardinals
Bott's performance is sec- tied the game 4-4.
ondary to the historic one
The game was a pitching
that freshman lirika Stratlon duel with neither team scoring
turned in. Stratton became for nine consecutive innings.
the first player in BG Softball The I'alcons broke the stale-

In game two of the series,
the Falcons led early with a
home run from Shay in the
second inning, his first home
run as a Falcon.
The lone run was not
enough to keep the Falcons
on top. The RedHawks
answered with a total of seven
runs between the fourth and
sixth innings.
"Bruns pitched well, but we
didn't get outs when we needed them," Schmitz said.
BG chipped away at
the lead with a three-run
eighth inning.
Sophomore Taylor Rhodes
led the inning off with a walk
and freshman Logan Walker
singled on a pinch hit. Berli
came up to the plate and hit a
two-run triple, his fifth triple
of the season. Berti advanced
to home plate on a single
from Shay.
This would be the last
time (he Falcons and the

Fall 2011 Housing

RedHawks added to the of Akron, their next opponent.
scoreboard, settling the game
The Falcons will resume
at a 7-4 loss for BG.
practice Wednesday, taking a
The final game in the series short break for the athletes to
was a duel between pitchers. study for finals.
BCi was not able to capitalize
"It's not easy being a stuon runs, falling in the 2-1 loss dent athlete," Schmitz said.
"We're taking baseball out of
to Miami.
Wooten stood on the the equation and giving them
mound for seven innings, his a deep breath. This is what is
longest outing of the season most important."
thus far, allowing six hits
When the Falcons resume,
and two runs. Wooten then the team will play a simulated
handed the ball over to junior game to get pitchers pitching
Ross Gerdeman, who pitched to live batters.
a scoreless eighth inning.
The team needs to work
The Falcons' only run on their bunt defense and
came from a solo home run playing Falcon baseball,
by freshman Alex Davison in Schmitz said.
the eighth, his first home run
"Our main goal at this point
as a Falcon.
is to qualify for the conferBG had three runners reach ence tournament," he said.
second base on the day.
"We need to get through
With the sweep, the Falcons finals and focus on game one
fall to 15-25 overall, and against Akron."
8-10 in the Mid-American
The conference series
Conference. BG is five games against Akron is scheduled to
behind Miami and one ahead begin at 3 p.m. Friday.
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has thus far been a mutually beneficial decision. His
17 points were most among
freshmen on the team this
season, and the most among
players reluming to the team
next season. His 10 points
in 28 conference games was
good for 10th in the league in
freshman scoring
However, Bergeron feels
Mohler still has room to grow.
"I think that .Bre",, transitioned pretty welt to the
college game; he established himself as someone
who was responsible really
in all situations," Bergeron
said. "But I think that the
grind of a college season
took a toll on his body. I
think that he knows that he
needs to get stronger and
bigger physically."
Part of the hindrances on
Mohler's performance was a
nagging shoulder injury that
first appeared several weeks

Available for 2011-2012

COLUMBIA COURT APARTMENTS

Hf/OOSTEI • iOWlWG GREEN • OHIO • U40)

From Page 6

into the season. That injury
reoccurred in practice leading up to the team's second
round playoff series against
Michigan, Bergeron said.
"It's something that builds
up over the course of the season." Bergeron said. "But that
is something that he needs to
stay on top of, he knows that's
something that he has struggled with and we're trying to
get him to be proactive instead
of reactive in that situation."
Though the
team's
record this past season
gives Mohler motivation
to improve, it is clear he is ,
going to be a big part of the
BG program going forward.
And while his hometown
will never cause him to be
mistaken for a hockey player,
he bears the universal sign of
one: a missing front tooth.
"Playing juniors last year in
Tri-City, I blocked a one-time
shot from the point and took
it right in the face," he said.
"Wasn't too happy about it. but
I'm glad 1 don't remember it,
that's for sure."

Great Selection of
Houses & Apartments
in Good Locations!

2 ft 3IEDR08M APARTMENTS
ANDTOWNHOUSES

7td*f/<&

MOHLER

Listings Available On-Line
Visit www.johnnewloverealestate.com

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

INC. (411)352-0717

mate, securing victory in the
14th inning. The Falcons had
bases li >aded off a walk, passed
ball and an intentional walk
with no outs. Andrea Arney
lifted a rocket out to right center to bring home the taggedup runner from third.
With the sweep, the Falcons
improved to 9-31 overall and
3-14 in the MAC. Ball State fell
to 32-19 and 12-5 in MAC play.
The Falcons continue play
Friday with a doubleheader
against Ohio and a game
against Akron on Saturday
and Sunday.
Sunday's game will
be Senior Day, honoring
Arney, Bott, Lines, Haleigh
Bielstein, Katelynn Boso
and Missy Bowman.

«££*»

319 E. Wooster Street, Bowling Green, OH
Located Across From Taco Bell.
RENTAL OFFICE (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00
wwwJohnnewloverealestate.com
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Medical care, federal
aid part of Ala. relief
By J«f fr«y Collins and
Michael Kunzalman
The Associated Press

"I've been eating more in the last four
days than I ever have. Every time I turn

TUSCALOOSA, Ala. — In
the
tornado-shattered
South, survivors are getting
what they need — sometimes more than they ever
expected. And it is coming
from everywhere.
Volunteers in golf carts ferry
sausage biscuits and bottled
water to them. Federal workers are interviewing them so
they can get emergency cash.
And neighbors with chain
saws roam devastated streets,
cutting up downed trees.
Residents and elected
officials praised churches,
charities, volunteers and
even the much maligned
Federal
Emergency
Management Agency.
The second-deadliest tornado outbreak in U.S. history
— and a record 226 in one
day — killed 342 people and
left stretches of the South in

around there's someone with
food, water, Gatorade."

Classified Ads
419-372-6977
TV B(i New will noi knowingly accept
advertisements (hat discriminate, or
enoniraRe discrimindium aguinsi any
individual ur group on the basis ol rate,
sex, color. ITIVII. religion, national origin, sexual orientaiKin, disability, status
as a veteran, or on the basis nf any other
legally protected Main>

Services Offered
Shed those extra pounds
before summer! Join the
BG Weight Loss Challange!
Call 419-601-5179

Help Wanted
Energetic summer help needed to
transport 2 young leen girls to activities and provide physical
activities for 12yrold.
Reliable transportion needed
Call Diane at 419-343-9029.
Full Time Summer Position
Available lor Competitive and
Hard Working Students
Are you looking for a fun and
challenging position that is ideal
for college students who would
like experience in completing
group proiects, budget management, effeclive marketing, and
customer service7 Then College
Pro Painters is the place for you1
We are looking to hire across
Ohio so here is your opportunity
to work outdoors with other
like-minded individuals while
earning a good hourly wage!
Requirements: your own
transportation, manual labor, and
a great attitude! Interested candidates should apply online to see if
qualified. We look forward to
hearing from you!
httpyAvwwi.coliegepro.com/8tu
dents/PainterAppiication/atj.sn
MIKE'S PARTY MART
A popular, lun. friendly, family
owned business in BG has 1
part-time sales clerk position
avail. 15-24 hrs.Avk. Must be
honest, dependable & be avail
Saturdays and Sundays, must be
flexible Apply Wed. 5/4 & Thurs.
5/5, Bam-5pm at 834 S Main, BG
419-352-9259.

Marvin Qumn I Tennessee resident

ruin. In a region that is all too
familiar with fumbled emergency responses, residents
from hardest-hit Alabama to
Tennessee have seen a steady
flow of aid.
By Monday, survivors
could find a place to charge
a dead cell phone or get a
free haircut or restock on
prescription medicine.
"I'm getting everything,
probably even more than I
expected," said Amy Hall,
23, who limped through the
shelter set up at a community
center in Tuscaloosa, Ala.,
with a broken foot, cradling
her 11-month-old daughter.
Her 2-year-old son broke
his nose and bruised a lung

when a twister tossed their
home a block away. He
spent two days in the hospital. Hall said the family
was getting excellent care at
the shelter where 240 were
sleeping and scores more
sought other services.
In Tennessee, where
34 people died, Marvin
Quinn, 79, collected broken jars of home-canned
peaches and pickles from
the rubble. He said relief
workers had been keeping
him and his wife well fed.
"I've been eating more in
the last four days than I ever
have," he said. "Every time I
turn around there's someone
with food, water, Gatorade."

Help Wanted

For Rent

(BARTENDING! up to $300/day
No exp necessary, training provided, call 800-965-6520 x174

1. 2 4 3 BR apis on Manville,
next to water tower.
Call 419-352-5239.

Need cleaning people for
1-2 weeks, starts 5/8/11
CaH 419-353-0325
Play Sports1 Have Fun! Save
Money! Maine camp needs counselors tor all land, adventure &
water sports Greal summer!
888-844-8080, apply:
campcedar com
Regional insurance agency in
business lor over 25 years is
looking for an experienced sales
professional to sell personal and
commercial lines products from
our Perrysburg Office. We are an
independent insurance agency
thai represents fhe nation's
leading insurance companies
including Chubb, Hartford,
Hanover. Progressive, Travelers.
Zurich and many others. We will
provide training, licensing, office
space, technical, marketing and
customer service support Lead
sources are also provided.
Salary and/or commission.
Please forward resume to
pjnjoPs@hOtmail.com

"11-12 houses remain, apts/eftic.
all next to campus, 419-353-0325
CartyRenlals.com/some sem only
Also summer only rentals avail.
1 A 2 Bedroom Apartments
$99 Deposit Special!
Free Heal & Water!
Large Patio! Pet Friendly!
(419)353-7715
www varsitysquareapts com
1 & 2 BR apts. close to campus.
ideal lor grad students, avail.May.
call Gary at 419-352-5414.
1 bed/baih. avail May/Aug,
S360/mo ♦gas/elec, 2 blocks from
dwtwn BG. call 419-601-0722.
i BR apl, close to campus,
$395/mo * electric, pel friendly.
Call 419-708-9981
1 BR upper apt, A/C, avail. Aug.
S. Summit, 12 month lease.
$350/mo+ ulil, call 419-866-9281

SpeedijBurritos.coin
ENTR A N
E HIN0
n n "J c

FINALS SPECIAL!
Free Chip* ft Drink
Whan You Buy
a Burritol

1BR -322E Court St.
All utilities included in rent.
S435-S450 per month.
Call 419-352-8917
2 BR apt, half block from BGSU.
$520/mo. elec 4 gas inct. unfurn.
Avail. 5/15/11. call 419-601-3108
3 BR apis and duplexes,
Scott Hamilton. 4th 4 5th St
Avail May 4 August 2011.
Pets welcome. Call 419-409-1110
or 419-352-44 56
www.rutterdudley com
3BR house. SSOO/mo * utilities.
404 S. College, available August.
Call 419-352-4850
3BR upper duplex, 837 3rd St.
1 5 baths, W/D, central A/C
Now $750 for May lease.
call419-352-8917

For Rent

Speedy <&£&*
Burnto y.^

419-806-4727

1,2 A 3BR Apartments
12 month leases only
S Smith Contracting LLC.
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 11-3, M-F.
www.BGApartments.com

DOMINO S

3BR, 1 bath, avail Aug. $550/mo
4BR. 2 bath, avail May or Aug.
$775/mo. Lrg rooms, 5 month
lease extra Call 216-337-6010

The Daily Crossword Fix
■

■

■ Bji: ii ii ii

ft

1 Battery partner
2 More in need of a sweater,
say
3 Voting map designation
4 Infuriation
5 Ocean-bottom areas
6 Indy entrant
7 "Uh-chr
8 ■_ you for real?*
9 Court divider
10 Displeased look
11 Jacket features
12 Quartw-mile, maybe 38 Humbly takes the
13 Aristocracy
blame
18-Gotcha!"
39 Shape-maintaining
22 Charity, e.g.
insert
25 When to study
■ST
42 Agitated
mathematiques
43 Skips over in pronun26 Funnel-shaped
ciation
28 Stamp for an incom- 44 Extremely
ing pkg.
45 First family
32 One walking in front of 47 inventor Otis
train
49 Clown heightener
33 Freud contemporary 50 Most crosswords
34 Fashion monogram
have one
35 Like "Nip/Tuck," rat- 51 Fabulous fellow?
ing-wise
52 AOL communications
37 Get on the soapbox
58 Bridge installer's deg.
59 Rubbish
60 "For „ a jolly..."
Practiced with the platoon
when repeated, a food fish
That, to Tomas
Citrus drink
Big name in stationery
Seafood entree
ANSWERS
Shipping lane milieu
Foaming at the mouth, so to
■ ill vBd 3 1 SHI S A (
speak
liii H|O n 0 oBi via
Prefix with sphere
11 1 HSSS1I Jtl Hid
Sot's syndrome, briefly
s
i Q|I <]H 1 1 un
Moore of "Ghost"
v 3 sM^ 11J1111101
Item featuring the ends of 17-.
, 1 1 IOI 1 3S 3
24-, 36- and 48-Across
1 Nin|ai 11 1 HO 1 HE
Airline~to~Eiiat
ISltniSGIOll ElH
MajorkjBl 1 1 3 NO IV B 1 3 1 3 J
" Go Again": Whitesnake
A<JS|NOD||SUVI 1
,, ng
niioniio nil 1 n
Part of SSS: Abbr.
1 "1 3 M ai | 3 3 H ils 1 V
Part of a process
H 3 d DM! 3I3043Q 1 S
Slar1ike „owef
3 N V ">B3 U 1 vis I3HI
0 0 1 S|N V A HIO 1 U 3 V

r==P

!ll

■"P -

-rr- -1

:V 3

r

dpp"

r Hf -

-.:—ACROSS
1 Slinging
6 Texas Rangers CEO Nolan
10 Go, as through mud
14 Sex educator Hite
15 Billion add-on
16 Hobbler's support
17 One of a pool table pair
19 Take the stage first
20 Franken and Gore
21 Old-fashioned wedding vow
pronoun
22 Inhabited, with "in"
23 Final: Abbr.
24 Illegal football tackle involving
grabbing the inside of the shoulder pads from behind or the side
27 Prevaricators
jjj* JK*
30 Bond, for one
31 Head, to Cecile
32 M16 attachment
36 Album holders

40
41
43
46
47
48
53
54
55
56
57
58
gj
62

63
64
65
66

For Rent

For Rent

For Rent

3BR house, 2 full baths,
2 car garage. $1150/mo
Call 419-308-3079

Femal subleaser needed for
June 1 st through August 12th,
$279/mo. Call 440-258-6705.

Room for rent. S. College,
$350/mo, mils ind. newly
remodeled!Call 419-708-9981

4 BR house, 1 bath, W/D,
S Summit St. S795/mo + utils.
Avail Aug 7th, call 419-866-9281.

HUGE, nice 6BR zoned for 6
2 baths, avail NOW! MUST SEE!
S1675/mo. call 419-353-0326

Shamrock Storage
Many sizes Near BGSU
ShamrockBG com 419-354-0070

NEW REDUCED RENT!
Houses 1 block from BGSU.
239 Manville - $690/mo.
227 S. College - S690/mo.
Good condition, pet friendly!
419-352-6064, 500 Lehman
www froboserentals com

Shamrock Studios
Summer, semester 4 yearly
leases, starting at $425, incls all
uti! cable, WiFi.cats allowed. Call
354-0070 or ShamrockBG com

4 BR house. 1st block of Manville,
May to May lease
Call 419-352-5239
4BR house. 2 baths, nice yard w/
deck, close to campus, avail Aug.
$1200/mo. call 419-351-3639.
4BR house, 2 full baths, newly
updated, great location!
118 E. Oak. avail July. S1300/mo
419-308-2676, bgloledorent.com
6 BR house, 916 Third St.
Avail Aug 1, W/D, dose to
campus $1500/mo Free parking
419-308-2676 bgtoledorent com
Effic, 1 4 2 BR apts. May or Aug
For more Info call 354-9740 or
contact: ghoverson@woh.rr.com

NEWLOVE MANAGEMENT
SERVICES
Apartments!, Houses! Condos!
Pet Friendly
Great Locations all over town!
332 S. Main St, BG

419-352-5620
Nice 1 BR, near campus,
Avail August 2011, S425/mo,
Call 419-352-5882

Southside Storage, 993 S Main,
has units available tor summer!
419-353-8206. fiterentals.com
Subleaser needed ASAP!
4BR house, 2 baths. W/D,
1 male roommate. S4t6/mo +utils
Email: kayceeh@bgsu.edu
Subleaser needed, 220 Court St
May to July 31st. $260/mo util Incl
Lrg studio. 419-438-3953.

NOW RENTING for
FALL 2011
- DELUXE 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS Enterprise Square Apts.

Heinz Apartments
Columbia Court Apts.
Mercer Manor

tlVYWOODAPTS..
Studios/1 Bdrm

SPRING/SUMMER
Sign oat year least, get half
<>f 1 month's rent FREE!
■Near BGSU
•Private patio/cntrance
•Extra storage
•Pets welcome
•Short-term leases available

1

- Free Internet Access

- Air Conditioning

- 3 Large Bedrooms

- 2 Full Baths

- Dishwasher

- Garbage Disposal

- Plenty of Parking
- Fully Furnished Apts.

•Near Campus
Security Fence
•24 Hr Access
•Clean
• Many Sizes

Summer
Storage!

- Walking Distance 10 Campus
- On Site Laundry Facility

- MicrowavesiTiimiUfciiOintiiOi
- Fireplace In Many Units . 0i/- or, Year Luia
■ 24 Hour Maintenance

(ireenbriar Rentals: i4l<h 352 - 0717
\\ « w.green b r ia r ren t a Is. c u m

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!
(419)354-0070
1724 E. Wooster
www.shamrockbg.com

LOOK FOR YOUR

FREE
Key Magazine

425 E. WOOSTER

Fri. &Sat.12pm-3am
49c beef tacos
$1.99 burritos!

2NP

at most BG News stands

BGSU SPORTS EXCLUSIVES
STUDENT SPOTLIGHTS
GREEK AFFAIRS
MAJOR NEWS EVENTS
THE YEAR IN REVIEW
SENIOR PHOTOS

WE DELIVER!

